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Statement of Purpose
Vision Statement
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Mission Statement & Rationale
Mahindra International school – internal procedure
Updated: December 2019
Our Purpose is to

Promote Learning
Encourage Responsibility
Celebrate Diversity

Promote Learning:
We promote learning through the IB Continuum of programmes (PYP, MYP and
DP), using inquiry to develop conceptual understanding, skills and attitudes in a
learning process that is contextualized locally, regionally and globally.
Encourage Responsibility:
We encourage responsibility by developing global citizenship based on the
understanding of our own well-being and that of others, fostering our sense of
empathy, respect and tolerance so that we take action, making positive
contributions locally and globally.
Celebrate Diversity:
We celebrate diversity by recognizing our own and others’ identities, developing
appreciation and tolerance for different world views and opinions. We recognize
that language is an important part of culture and encourage the power of languages
in building and communicating understanding.
Approved by the Mercedes-Benz Education Academy - December 2013
Re-Approved by the MBIS Community, 2016
Revised by Mahindra International School Community, December 2019
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Primary Principal’s Letter
Dear Parents,
Welcome to the Primary Section of MIS for the 2020-21 academic year.
This handbook is aimed at helping you to navigate our school in general the first quarter of Virtual Learning.
We endeavour to inform our parent body about the day to day operations of the Primary Section in the VL
environment.
In addition to our handbook, we ask that you:
• check your email regularly
• read the weekly whole school newsletter sent by Ms Priti
• read the weekly class update sent by the homeroom teachers via Seesaw
• visit Seesaw regularly
The Primary Years Programme, usually shortened to the PYP, is the curriculum framework used to provide
an educational approach for the youngest students at MIS, from EY1, (three years old) to P5, (ten to
eleven-year olds). It is also often the way in which we refer to the Primary School/section in general.
The PYP is a separately accredited Section of MIS of the International Baccalaureate Organisation, which
is dedicated to providing a world-wide international education for students of all ages. It is the first
programme of the IB continuum.
We aim to foster a strong relationship with all our parent body to enhance the learning environment and
opportunities for all of our students. We welcome opportunities to interact with our parents in a wide range
of situations including back to school presentations, student led sessions, coffee mornings and information
sessions.
We have an open-door policy but request you book appointments to see us, so we can ensure we are
available to give you our full attention. Please email teachers and they will send you an online meeting
request.
Through regular Class Representative and PTA meetings, we work together to strengthen our school
community. As parents at the school, you are automatically a member of the PTA and we would appreciate
your support throughout the year.
We look forward to a wonderful year ahead with you and your child(ren).
Best Regards,
Ms Helen Sharrock and the Primary Team
Primary Principal
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Virtual Learning Timings
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are working in India Standard Time (IST)
The learning engagements are mainly asynchronistic
Families in India must have the children check in at 8:10 every morning
Students outside of India should, were possible, follow IST ie if your current location is say Korea
Parents should notify homeroom teachers via email if their child is not working in IST and state the
hours we can expect them to be engaging
Students in time zones that do not reasonably permit you to follow IST should log in at 8:00 am in their
own location.

There are some set Google Meets that your child should make every effort to attend and we have
taken into consideration time-zones.

How we Communicate Learning in Virtual Learning
All parents will be sent an email at 8:00 am with the full learning template for the day. This will also
be posted to Seesaw for EY1 to P1 and Google Classroom for P2 to P5.
EY1 to P1 – main platform is Seesaw - learning engagements and evidence will be posted there
P2 to P5 – learning engagements are posted to Google Classroom – evidence of learning may be posted
to Google Classroom or Seesaw - the engagement will specify the location.
If students are experiencing difficulties, they should contact their homeroom teacher or specialist teacher.
Each engagement shows who has posted it.
While teachers respond as quickly as possible to questions, please do understand that they may not
respond immediately to your child and not outside of work hours.
Evidence of learning posted will be approved within 48 hours Monday to Friday.

Devices
EY1 to P2 work on iPads when at MIS.
P3 to P5 work with Chromebooks.
We recommend each child has access to their own device, if at all possible. We will be offering iPads and
Chromebooks on a loan basis to those who can come to school collect them. Please make a request to
Ms Helen and Mr Vikram and we will make a time for the collection from school.
If your child is in P5 and you are considering purchasing a device, we would advise you to purchase a
laptop so that it can be used in 2021-22 when you child moves to MYP as the expectation is all students
have their own personal device. Please contact Mr Vikram for the device specifications, his email is
vikramjeet.sra@misp.org.
Please ensure your child has access to a microphone, speakers and camera on any device used.
We recommend you purchase headphones for your children.

Planning their Learning Day
The students should be creating a schedule for their learning day to give them agency and responsibility
for their learning. Of course, they need support to do to this in order to ensure they remain focused, up to
date and do not balance their day/week. Homerooms will be sharing checklist options with you.
Every family will have unique factors to consider such as:

•
•
•
•

Time zones
When parents are available to assist
Mealtimes
Family times
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How to Support Your Child in Virtual Learning
Parent /Caregiver Communication and Support of Student Learning
Appropriate caregiver support maximizes the impact of virtual learning engagements. It is essential that
students establish responsibility for their learning with the support of their MIS teachers. Caregiver
support will vary from grade to grade and student to student as they develop self-management skills.
We have found that the following caregiver actions help support successful virtual learning: We
recommend
Virtual learning environment at home
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicate a learning space (not the bedroom)
Ensure access to a device, headphones, microphone, camera, speakers
Provide age-appropriate stationery (see age-appropriate list provided by the school)
Ensure access to books in any languages
Ensure access to materials, games, Lego, water, etc. for free play and exploration (see ageappropriate list provided by the school)
Print or write out the platform logins for your child

Establishing Routines
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure regular bedtime routines to allow for ample sleep
Identify with your child times you are available
Set aside time for your child to play
Set aside time for physical activity
Supporting their schedule for the day
Provide a clock/kitchen timer/phone timer to help your child manage time

Technology
•
•

Help troubleshoot by checking your child’s login
Help your child reach out to the teacher if they cannot access a platform

Supporting Learning Engagements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage your child to read, listen and watch the instructions (if they can) on their own before
coming to you
Allow your child to submit evidence of learning that has mistakes – the teacher needs to
understand what you child knows and does not know for further design of engagements
Allow your child time to explore
Direct your child to the appropriate teacher if they do not understand
To replicate a realistic face-to-face classroom, do not sit with your child 100% of the time
Reach out to the teacher if you as a parent are struggling or notice something significant with
your child’s learning
Regularly access and engage with Seesaw through your family login
Read the daily schedule sent to you each morning via email
Read the weekly update and unit flyer from the homeroom teachers on Seesaw
Read the whole school weekly newsletter sent via email

Break-time/ Brain Breaks (Recess)
It is important that the learning engagements are scheduled with regular breaks. There is a need to
recharge and energise. We recommend at least 3 breaks of 30 minutes each between 08:10 and 14:20
for our EY2 to P5 learners to reflect the breaks in school. PE engagements should not be seen as the
“break”, the students need free play time.
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Personal Social Education (PSE)
Further to these breaks it is recommended they have a mindfulness session daily. There are also weekly
PSE engagements posted by Mr Underhill that can be carried out as and when the student wishes to
schedule them.

Physical Education (PE)/Exercise
Mr Fernando will post learning engagements on a Monday that students should complete over the school
week i.e. by Friday. These may include watching videos or doing a written piece. We will be re-introducing
the “live PE” sessions later in the first term i.e. by September 2020.
We recommend ALL students are engaging in some form of physical activity each day; it should be a
minimum of one hour in total but of course can be broken down into smaller chunks of time. This is not
limited to sport it can include: dancing, bike riding, walking, etc.

Home Learning Programme
The ‘Back to School’ sessions held over the first two weeks of school will explain to parents how each
class teacher conducts their home learning programme. This session is very important as it gives you more
information on individual classes and a chance to meet the other parents.
Research shows that children should be read to all the way through the primary school and that this impacts
positively on their learning.
Please see the Primary Home Learning Procedures – Appendix 3.
As the semester progresses, we will be adding some musical instrument practice expectations too.

Stationery and Learning Materials
The homeroom teachers will send out a list of basic stationery we recommend you purchase for your
child(ren) that is readily available in local store and this stationary is easily accessible for the child to use
independently.
There will also be some sample resource lists sent to support hand-on learning for parents to purchase
such as:
• baking supplies
• establishing junk collections
• Loose parts collections
• Educational support materials e.g. Lego, building blocks, calculator, tools etc.

Dress Code Expectations.
We ask that all students are fully dressed when on Google Meets. This is in-line with our Child Protection
Policy; we will ask children to leave calls if they are not dressed.

School Visits and Visiting Experts
We also encourage the input of local experts to come and present virtually to our students on a wide range
of topics to link the students learning to the outside world.
We may take students on virtual field trips to support learning. As a family you may wish to explore some
of the current virtual tours of museums, art galleries, and world heritage sties.

Leadership opportunities in the PYP
Primary Student Leadership
The Primary have their own Student Leadership which meets periodically and is designed to enhance the
learning experiences of our students and show social responsibility. There are representative per class
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from P3 to P5. They are democratically elected each year by their peers. The Student Council, of course,
includes the younger students in activities and surveys, etc. Mr Underhill supports this group.
When we re-open face-to-face, we will reintroduce more opportunities for action and leadership.

Birthday Celebrations
In the VL environment we still do acknowledge each child’s birthday and we ask that they acknowledge
the birthdays of other primary students. Our counsellor, Mr Underhill, will be posting Flipgrid where we
record messages for each other’s birthdays.

A safe place for all
The school is proud of its family and community feel. We have a mutual respect policy that applies to all
our community members including faculty and parents, see Mutual Respect Policy – Appendix 4. We have
a strong digital citizenship programme for our students.

Formal Conferences and Reporting
The Primary have 4 sets of conferences per year and all are three-way (Teacher/Parent/Student): October
is a “settling in conference”; January the second conference looks at the progress to date; in March/April
there is another progress conference; and finally in late May or early June we hold a Student Led
Conference. At this last conference, the students celebrate their learning journey with you.

Absences
Please email your child’s homeroom teacher, teaching assistant and Ms. Edna, Primary Office Manager,
if your child is absent before 08.00 am. We will call any family who has not informed the school of the
absence.
If your child is ill during the night, or in the morning, please let the homeroom teacher know as you may
feel your child should not do a full day of learning.

Planned Absences from School
You are required to inform the Primary Principal in advance by email, if you need to take your child away
from virtual learning during regular school term time. You should copy in the Primary Office Manager and
homeroom teacher too.
We do not encourage absence during term time. The school has an expectation that students will
not be absent for more than 10 days in a semester for whatever reason, including illness. Student
who cross this rate of absence will be reviewed on an individual basis and parents contacted. There
is the possibility a student may not be promoted due to excessive absenteeism or indeed offered a place
for the coming year due to the impact their attendance is having on their learning and that of their peers.

The School Nurse
There is a fully qualified registered Nurse on duty throughout the school day. She can be contacted via
email should you have any questions or need some assistance in booking hospital appointments in Pune,
for your child.
It is very important that the medical form for your child is filled in correctly and kept up to date on
Open Apply for when we plan and return to face to face schooling. It is also important that you
notify the school Nurse of any significant changes - nurse@misp.org

Inquiries or Difficulties
Ms. Edna, the Primary Office Manager is available to answer queries. primaryoffice@misp.org.
All members of staff will be pleased to hear from you via email. They will be checking their mail regularly
but please do not expect an immediate response. Teacher will also set an appointment to meet with you
virtually as needed.
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If you wish to meet, Helen Sharrock, Principal Primary, please contact Ms. Edna. However, please note
for general day to day questions about your child, the classroom routines etc. the Homeroom Teacher is
the best person to contact.
For any accounting/fee payment queries please contact the Finance Manager, Ms. Poonam Kabadi.
Useful email contacts:
Name
Ms. Helen Sharrock
Ms. Carla Swinehart
Ms. Edna Borges
Ms Eileen Niedermann
Mr. Jeff Underhill
Ms. Dally Jojo
Ms. Priti Satpute
Ms. Poonam Kabadi

Designation
Principal Primary School
PYP Coordinator
Primary
Office Manager
Director
Primary Counselor
School Nurse
Admissions and withdrawals
Finance Manager

Email
primaryprincipal@misp.org
pypcoordinator@misp.org
primaryoffice@misp.org
director@misp.org
primarycounselor@misp.org
nurse@misp.org
admissions@misp.org
businessoffice@misp.org

We trust you will find this information useful. Should you have any questions or concerns please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Parent Teacher Association (PTA)
This group will be in touch with all parents in the first couple of weeks of school. pta@misp.org
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CURRICULUM
PRIMARY YEARS PROGRAMME EY1 TO P5
INTRODUCTION
The PYP Curriculum Section of the Handbook has been provided to give parents a basic understanding
of the PYP at MIS. There will be information sessions throughout the year to develop your understanding
of our programme.
The Primary Years Programme (PYP) is designed for students aged from three to eleven years. It is a
concept based, inquiry-driven curriculum framework.
The PYP strives for a balance between developing understanding, acquiring knowledge and skills,
developing positive attitudes and taking positive action.
In terms of achieving this balance, the PYP emphasizes four components of the written, taught and
assessed curriculum.

● Concepts - powerful ideas which have relevance within and across the disciplines and which
students must explore and re-explore in order to develop understanding.

● Approaches to Learning (ATL) - skills the students need to be able to succeed in a changing,
challenging world such as thinking, research, social, communication and self-management skills.

● Knowledge - significant, relevant, subject matter.
● Action – taking positive action within and beyond our community.
The PYP Model shows all the elements that combine to form the coherent curriculum framework.
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The Mission Statement of the International Baccalaureate

The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people
who help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect.
To this end the IBO works with schools, governments and international organizations to develop
challenging programmes of international education and rigorous assessment.
These programmes encourage students across the world to become active, compassionate and
lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their differences, can also be right.

The beliefs and values that drive the PYP
The PYP aims to synthesize the best research and practice from a range of international and national
systems to create a transdisciplinary curriculum which is relevant, challenging and engaging for learners
in the 3 – 12 age range.
A driving force behind the PYP is a deeply held philosophy about the nature of international education, a
philosophy expressed in the statements that follow:
● The mission statement of the IBO expresses the IBO’s overall purpose as an organization promoting
and developing programmes of international education.
● The section “International-Mindedness: the PYP perspective” sets out our beliefs and values as defined
by the outcomes of student learning in PYP schools.
International Mindedness
In the PYP, the Learner Profile is central to what it means to be “Internationally Minded”. The PYP is proud
to develop students who exemplify the attributes expressed in the Learner Profile.
IB Learner Profile
The aim of all IB programmes is to develop internationally minded people who, recognizing their common
humanity and shared guardianship of the planet help to create a better and more peaceful world. As IB
learners, we strive to be:
Inquirers: We nurture our curiosity, developing skills for inquiry and research. We know how to learn
independently and with others. We learn with enthusiasm and sustain our love of learning throughout life.
Knowledgeable: We develop and use conceptual understanding, exploring knowledge across a range of
disciplines. We engage with issues and ideas that have local and global significance.
Thinkers: We use critical and creative thinking skills to analyse and take responsible action on complex
problems. We exercise initiative in making reasoned, ethical decisions.
Communicators: We express ourselves confidently and creatively in more than one language and in
many ways. We collaborate effectively, listening carefully to the perspectives of other individuals and
groups.
Principled: We act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness and justice, and with respect
for the dignity and rights of people everywhere. We take responsibility for our actions and their
consequences.
Open-minded: We critically appreciate our own cultures and personal histories, as well as the values and
traditions of others. We seek and evaluate a range of points of view, and we are willing to grow from the
experience.
Caring: We show empathy, compassion and respect. We have a commitment to service, and we act to
make a positive difference in the lives of others and in the world around us.
Risk-takers: We approach uncertainty with forethought and determination; we work independently and
cooperatively to explore new ideas and innovative strategies. We are resourceful and resilient in the face
of challenges and change.
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Balanced: We understand the importance of balancing different aspects of our lives - intellectual, physical
and emotional - to achieve well-being for ourselves and others. We recognize our interdependence with
other people and with the world in which we live.
Reflective: We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas and experience. We work to understand
our strengths and weaknesses in order to support our learning and personal development.
How is the Curriculum structured?
The PYP is delivered through Units of Inquiry. All the Units of Inquiry at all grade levels make up the
Programme of Inquiry (POI). See the 2020-21 Programme of Inquiry at Appendix 5. They draw together
elements of different disciplines into a meaningful whole. Key concepts drive this inquiry. The PYP also
identifies the range of transdisciplinary themes students need to explore.
Transdisciplinary Themes
●
Who we are
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social and spiritual
health; human relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and
responsibilities; what it means to be human.
●
Where we are in place and time
An inquiry into orientation in place and time; personal histories; homes and journeys; the discoveries,
explorations and migrations of humankind; the relationships between and the interconnectedness of
individuals and civilizations, from local and global perspectives.
●
How we express ourselves
An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and
values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.
●
How the world works
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact
of scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
●
How we organise ourselves
An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities; the structure and
function of organizations; societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind
and the environment.
●
Sharing the planet
An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the struggle to share finite resources with other people and
with other living things; communities and the relationships within and between them; access to equal
opportunities; peace and conflict resolution.

In the Early Years, the students have 4 Units of Inquiry per year. P1 to P5 have 6 Units of Inquiry each
year.
Parents will receive a unit flyer outline before the unit starts via Seesaw. This will contain information on
specialist integration, as well as, the homeroom curriculum to be covered.
Concepts
Central to the philosophy of the PYP is the principle that purposeful, structured inquiry is a powerful vehicle
for learning that promotes meaning and understanding, and challenges students to engage with significant
ideas. Hence in the PYP there is also a commitment to a concept-driven curriculum as a means of
supporting that inquiry.
The concepts underpin student inquiries and can be applied and adopted as students deepen and develop
their understandings during the units.
Approaches to Learning (ATL) – When learning about and through subject areas, students acquire
particular skills that cross disciplines. Developing math and language knowledge, concepts and skills is
essential as these underpin successful inquiry.
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The following are the broad skill headings, which are underpinned with further sub-skills:

●
●
●
●
●

Thinking skills
Social skills
Communication skills
Self-management skills
Research skills

The Action Cycle
The PYP and MIS believes that education must extend beyond the intellectual to include not only a socially
responsible attitude but also thoughtful and appropriate action.
At MIS we believe that every student, in every year group, has the right and should have the opportunity
to be involved in voluntary, purposeful and beneficial action. This action can be taken by an individual
student or by a group of students working collaboratively and will clearly look different within each age
range. Therefore, we endeavour to offer all our learners the opportunity and the power to choose to act,
and to decide on their actions in order to make a difference to a local, national or global issue. More often
than not, action may not be witnessed by the teacher in school but rather happens beyond the classroom.
An example: Action beyond the classroom
A parent reports to a teacher that her 4-year-old child has taken action at home, after having been on a
school excursion to a recycling station/sewage treatment plant/centre.
Parent: On your trip did the children learn about water conservation?
Teacher: It was one component of our investigations. Why do you ask?
Parent: Because during the weekend I was starting the shower for my daughter. She ran out of the room
and came back with a bucket, and put it in the shower. When I asked her what she was doing, she replied:
“I’m catching the water that is not hot enough yet for my shower, so I can save it and give the garden a
drink after my shower.”
Teacher: That’s really interesting. She is taking action as a result of what she learned. Please let me know
if this continues and if you notice anything else.
Subject Specific Information
Language
Language is fundamental to learning and permeates the entire PYP curriculum. By learning about
language, and learning through language, we develop an appreciation of the richness of language and a
love of literature. Language is also a key factor in the development of international understanding and, as
such, has a major role in a PYP classroom. The PYP classroom values and supports the home language
and the language of instruction and provides access to other languages. Language is the major connecting
element across the curriculum. All teachers are teachers of Language in the PYP.
The PYP learning extends beyond the classroom walls to all learning experiences. The teacher plans, in
collaboration with other homeroom teachers, teaching assistants and specialists. ELA and additional
language teachers play an important role in reinforcing, supporting and extending the classroom work.
Language is also a major connection between home and school. In the PYP classroom, cooperative
activities optimize the development of language. The host country’s language and literature is addressed,
helping everyone to appreciate the culture of the host country.
Overall expectations in Language
Acknowledging that learning language is a developmental process, the Language Scope and Sequence
is a developmental continuum to assist teachers in planning language learning experiences for students,
and in monitoring students’ development throughout the primary years.
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Language is comprised of four strands:
● Oral Language - Listening and Speaking
● Visual Language - Viewing and Presenting
● Written Language - Reading
● Written Language - Writing
English Language Acquisition (ELA)
As the language of instruction at MIS is English, learners from P1 who do not speak English or who are
not proficient in English attend ELA classes and are also supported in the homeroom. Students develop
skills in formal and informal communication and the ability to use English in real-life situations. This
approach provides reinforcement for all aspects of language learning.
All ELA teachers work by ‘scaffolding’ language development or providing the support a student needs as
he or she progresses. The English Language Learners are also encouraged to write in their home
language(s). They are also encouraged to use devices to research in their home language(s). In the ELA
and homeroom classes the ELA teachers offer task specific language support.
A student may exit from the ELA programme when they can participate fully in the regular educational
programme. The exit procedure is a combination of assessments formal and informal, observations, the
decision is taken in by a team comprising of: the ELA teacher(s), PYP coordinator and the Primary
Principal. Assessment is viewed as an ongoing process. Parents are kept informed about the decision
before the transfer takes place. The ELA and the Homeroom teacher will continue to monitor the student’s
academic progress.
Language Acquisition (French/Hindi/Marathi)
A child in P1 or P2 who is not in ELA will have Hindi sessions each week. From P3, a student who is not
in ELA will select to study either Hindi or French as an additional language. If your child requires Learning
Skills support, we may use this additional language time to work with them on a specific curriculum area
or skill. From 2020-2021, the P1 students will have a Marathi lesson.
An Overview
The Hindi/French Curriculum:
● Supports students in understanding that languages are communication tools and we use them as a
part of our overall learning experience.
● Values translanguaging
● Relates to student’s day to day lives and are relevant to their ages and interests.
There will be different ability levels in the same class. The activities, teaching techniques and tasks are
differentiated according to the ability of the students.
Mathematics
Math in the PYP is covered in 5 strands:
● Number
● Pattern and Function
● Data Handling
● Measurement
● Shape and Space
In Number, students inquire into number systems, their operations, patterns and functions. This is where
students become fluent users of the language of arithmetic, as they learn to encode and decode its
meaning, symbols and conventions. In data handling, measurement and shape and space, students
explore how to research, describe, represent and understand the world around them.
Through mathematics learning engagements, students explore problem solving, the language of
mathematics and applying mathematical concepts to real-life situations. Whenever possible, mathematics
is taught through the relevant, realistic contexts in the units of inquiry.
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In the PYP, mathematics is viewed primarily as a vehicle to support inquiry, providing a global language
through which we make sense of the world around us. It is intended that students become competent users
of the language of mathematics and can begin to use it as a way of thinking, as opposed to seeing it as a
series of facts and equations to be memorized. The power of mathematics for describing and analysing
the world around us is such that it has become a highly effective tool for solving problems.
Math in the PYP has 3 key components:
• Constructing meaning about mathematics
• Transferring meaning into symbols
• Applying with understanding
Play and exploration have a vital role in the learning and application of mathematical knowledge,
particularly for younger students. Students will be actively involved in a range of activities that can be free
or directed. In planning the learning environment and experiences, teachers consider that young learners
may need to revisit areas and skills many times before understanding can be reached.
Overall expectations in Mathematics
Acknowledging that learning mathematics is a developmental process, the Mathematics Scope and
Sequence is a developmental continuum to assist teachers in planning Mathematics learning experiences
for students, and in monitoring students’ development throughout the primary years.
Science
Science provides opportunities for students to engage in scientific investigations by making accurate
observations, handling tools, recording and comparing data, and formulating explanations using their own
scientific experiences and those of others. Students will gain experience in testing their own assumptions
and thinking critically about the perspectives of others in order to further develop their own ideas.
Science is integrated and taught through Units of Inquiry. The knowledge component of science is arranged
into four strands:
Living things

The study of the characteristics, systems and behaviours of humans and other
animals, and of plants; the interactions and relationships between and among
them, and with their environment.

Earth and space

The study of planet Earth and its position in the universe, particularly its
relationship with the sun; the natural phenomena and systems that shape the
planet and the distinctive features that identify it; the infinite and finite resources
of the planet.

Materials and matter

The study of the properties, behaviours and uses of materials, both natural and
human-made; the origins of human-made materials and how they are
manipulated to suit a purpose.

Forces and energy

The study of energy, its origins, storage and transfer, and the work it can do;
the study of forces; the application of scientific understanding through inventions
and machines. (IBO, 2009, p.97)

Social Studies
Social studies allow students to explore intercultural understanding and respect for individuals and their
values and traditions. In social studies, students explore how people: think, feel and act; how they interact
with others; their beliefs and aspirations; the problems they have to face; how and where they live (or lived);
how they interact with their environment; the work they do; and how they organize themselves.
Social studies is integrated and taught through Units of Inquiry. The knowledge component of social studies
is arranged into five strands:
Human systems an economic
activities

The study of how and why people construct organizations and
systems; the ways in which people connect locally and
globally; the distribution of power and authority.
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Social organization and
culture

The study of people, communities, cultures and societies in the ways
in which individuals, groups and societies interact with each other.

Continuity and change
through time

The study of the relationships between people and events through
time; the past, its influences on the present and its implications for
the future; people who have shaped the future through their actions.

Human and natural
environments

The study of the distinctive features that give a place its identity; how
people adapt to and alter their environment; how people experience
and represent place; the impact of natural disasters on people and
the built environment.

Resources and the
environment

The interaction between people and the environment; the study of
how humans allocate and manage resources; the positive and
negative effects of this management; the impact of scientific and
technological developments on the environment.

Personal, Social and Physical Education
The overall expectations considered appropriate in the PYP have been identified on the basis of essential
understandings and processes that can be developed at each age range. The PSPE curriculum has three
strands which are identity, interactions and active living.

Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
The role of ICT is to provide integrated support to the whole curriculum via meaningful technology
integration. The Units of Inquiry develop many ICT areas of competence and skills, such as using the
internet safely and effectively, researching, inquiring and presenting work electronically.
ICT emphasizes the development of competencies in a range of tools that can be used by the students
across the whole curriculum and in their everyday lives:
● as a tool for inquiry
● a platform for communication between the school and the wider community
● a tool for reflection
● a tool for assessment
● a resource / research tool
● a tool to viewing and presenting learning
● a tool for entertainment
There is a strong emphasis on Digital Literacy and Digital Citizenship.
MIS uses Google Suite for Education for primary students.
Specific devices: e.g. iPads / Chromebooks etc. will be used as appropriate, following the technology
Essential Agreements (at Appendix 6), that we review at the beginning of each academic year. The school
provides the devices and students are taught about care of the equipment.
Digital citizenship plays a very important role in our school and children are exposed to this from EY1 at
an age appropriate level.
We explicitly teach digital citizenship. We recommend parents to visit this site for more information:
https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship.
We also recommend that you set your own Family media agreements with your child/children at home.
See Appendix 7.

The Arts
The PYP recognizes that learning in the Arts is a developmental process and that the phases through
which a learner passes are not always linear or age related.
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For this reason, the content is presented in continuums for each of the two strands of arts: responding and
creating. The content of each continuum has been organized into four phases of development that aim to
describe arts learning relevant to students in a PYP school. Teachers ensure that they continue to build
on understanding development in the earlier phases while introducing the new concepts, knowledge and
skills detailed in the later phases. The following are the general understandings students will develop in
each strand.

Visual Arts
Visual Arts programme is delivered via Units of Inquiry that are aimed at developing artistic appreciation,
vocabulary and skills.
The students are given an opportunity to reflect upon “big ideas” by making connections between questions
asked and the concepts that drive the inquiry. They relate these concepts to their artwork and become
aware of their relevance to all areas of their learning.
The programme stresses the importance of taking care of tools and materials and using them safely and
responsibly without wastage.
An understanding and appreciation of one’s own artwork, reflection and solving artistic problems using a
variety of tools, materials, media and techniques and developing proficiency with a preferred medium is
the expectation by the end of the programme. Students will begin to think and behave like artists. They will
develop a sensitivity to artistic works and appreciate art as a form of communication.
Materials and Media
Materials will be drawn from the child’s environment and the student will be introduced to a variety of media
eg. sand, leaves, flowers, playdough, water, crayons, paints. Gross motor activities that involve body parts
and tactile exploration eg. finger/foot painting will be included.
Music
The Music programme units of Inquiry explore sound, signs and symbols; music and diversity and
performance.
Students are encouraged to listen to a wide variety of musical styles and genres. Students will explore and
develop the musical concepts of pulse, duration, tempo, pitch, dynamics, structure, timbre, texture and
style. They will participate in a variety of activities designed to develop and extend their appreciation of
music, their musical skills and knowledge and their creativity. The curriculum draws from a wide variety of
resources and approaches.
Parents will be requested to provide an instrument in due course and full details will be shared by
the Music teacher. The items will be readily available via Amazon.in.
P3: Plastic descant (soprano) recorder Baroque fingering.
P4 and P5 Plastic descant (soprano) recorder and/or Ukulele
You will receive more information in due course about the specifics do not purchase yet.

Physical Education (PE)
MIS provides a balanced PE programme in line with the PYP. This is part of the PSPE curriculum, the
second component being the social emotional curriculum led by our Counselor. PE is seen as essential in
developing balanced and active students. PE is taught through units of inquiry and regularly integrated
through homeroom units.
The PE curriculum includes the following types of experiences:
• Individual pursuits
• Movement composition
• Games
• Adventure challenge
• Health-related fitness
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Learning Skills Centre (LSC)/Student Support Team
The Student Support Team’s goal at MIS is inclusion for all students in regular classrooms. Inclusion
requires a high level of collaborative planning with the general educators, specialists, students and parents.
This means that the students’ strengths and challenges are central to all decisions. To be successful, some
students may require differentiation in content, process and/or assessment. The approach is student
centred.
We follow the Response To Intervention (RTI) framework which is a multi-tier model. This model is used
to provide procedures and practices to support students. There are 4 Tiers of responsive instructions and
interventions, classroom-based school wide differentiated strategies, targeted interventions and targeted
intensive interventions before the student is formally referred for psychoeducational evaluation.
The Student Support Team (SST) consists of Socio-emotional Counselors and Learning Support teachers.
They work closely to support students on both ends of the spectrum (high ability and learning differences).
Parents may approach the Primary Counsellor directly if they have any social/emotional concerns for their
child, they can also speak to homeroom teacher or the Primary Principal if they wish.
primarycounselor@misp.org
The Learning Support Teachers and Counselor (SST) work with teachers, parents and students to identify
and address learning and behaviour difficulties that impact school success. They provide
recommendations to parents and teachers, participate in individual student programme development,
planning meetings and reviews.
SST are responsible for conducting individual assessments such as classroom observation and the
administration of both informal and standardized tests. Ensuring the creation of a positive learning
environment to increase achievement by assessing barriers to learning and mitigating for these. The role
of the Student Support Services Team also includes the development of Student Support Plans (SSP),
Individual Educational Plans (IEP) and Individual Therapeutic Plans (ITP)
The Counselors provide small group support for students experiencing emotional and/or behavioural
challenges. The also work on a one to one basis, as needed with students, and families. The counsellors
may be involved in the planning process assisting with the development of Student Support Plans,
Individual Therapeutic Plans and Behaviour Support Plans.
The Primary Counselor plans with the homeroom teams the social and emotional curriculum and it is
delivered collaboratively.
Assessment in the PYP
Assessment is integral to all teaching and learning. It is central to the PYP goal of thoughtfully and
effectively guiding students through learning: the understanding of concepts, the acquisition of knowledge,
the development of Approaches to Learning, the development of attitudes and promotion of action.
Formative assessments are part of daily learning and helps teachers and students find out what the
students already know in order to plan the next stage of learning. Summative assessments take place at
the end of a block of learning and gives the students an opportunity to demonstrate what they have learned.
Three-Way Conferences
Three-way conferences are designed to allow discussion of the student’s progress and areas for
improvement. They are an opportunity to discuss the student's’ goals.
Portfolios
Portfolios are a collection of student’s work, to demonstrate their learning journey and achievements. They
will be discussed regularly with the children and parents and can be accessed by parents on Seesaw.

Feedback and Reporting on Learning
Student Led Conferences
Student led conferences will take place once a year in all classes from EY1 to P 5. Students will be involved
in discussing their work and progress with their parents.
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Written Reports
A written report is sent digitally twice a year, via ManageBac. It includes progress, performance and
suggestions for next steps in learning.
The written report includes the following subjects:
1. Personal and Social
2. Units of Inquiry
3. Language
4. Mathematics
5. Music
6. Visual Arts
7. PE
The report for P1 to P5 include a report on Hindi, French or ELA. P1 will also have a Marathi report
comment.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1: Internationalism
MIS Guiding Statements
Updated: August 2019
Appreciation for diversity is one of our core values and is expressed through our Mission statement
(Celebrate Diversity) and is important in our day-to-day learning. On the surface, we might think
that our different nationalities are manifestations of our diversity, and this does indeed enhance our
learning.
As a community, we recognize and value the ways in which we define our identity and the actions
that arise from that identity. We are a community of diverse beliefs, experiences and perspectives,
and yet we see our role in international education within the context of global citizenship. We
recognize that actions guided by principles of self-determination, humanitarianism and life-long
learning are engendered by these concepts.
We have described our appreciation and value of diversity through the following guiding
statements:
•

Become self-aware and reflective in order to appreciate that we often view the world and
judge the actions of others through the lens of our own culture.

•

Understand that others may view the same events and behaviours in a very different way
and developing an awareness of the difference between a specific cultural perspective and
a human commonality.

•

Appreciate that language is an essential part of culture and that learning one goes hand in
hand with learning the other.

•

Embrace difference, become open-minded and curious about other cultures and peoples.

•

Understand that there is often no universal truth and that what may be considered ‘right’,
‘normal’ or ‘common sense’ in one culture may not be in another.

•

Become aware that the visible differences between people of distinct cultures are just the tip
of the iceberg, and that important variances in areas like beliefs, attitudes, expectations,
norms and roles lie beneath the surface and are often 'invisible' at first glance.

•

Recognize that fundamental rights and human commonality include the respect for human
dignity regardless of race, gender, culture, sexuality and religion apply universally. Develop
the courage to defend these principles.

These beliefs inform our learning experiences (Promote Learning) in concrete ways. We seek to
empower learners to be open-minded and take action to contribute positively in a complex world.
They do this by inquiring into substantive issues that grapple with issues like human rights,
development, democracy, right to information, environment, sustainability, peace & conflict, and
natural & human systems. Considering these topics through a lens of varied perspectives allows us
to understand that ‘other people, with their differences, can also be right’ (IB Mission Statement).
As we explore learning through diverse perspectives, we generate shared understandings that are
enhanced through language including new languages, shared languages and our mother tongues.
Communication becomes a key tool in understanding our own identity and our role in the
community. Responsibility (Encourage Responsibility) is enhanced by concepts of citizenship
and service. We hope to create learners who develop respect for the diversity of beliefs and values,
and who engage in inquiry and debate within the bounds of courtesy, sensitivity and regard.
“IB Mission Statement.” Ibo.org, International Baccalaureate Organization, 2 June 2018, ibo.org/about-theib/mission/.
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APPENDIX 2: School Calendar 2020-21
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APPENDIX 3: Primary Home Learning Procedures

Primary Home Learning Procedures
Mahindra International School
The only formal home learning requirement for MIS primary students is reading every day, which varies by age
level (see chart below). This can include: the student reading to an adult, an adult reading to a student or a
student reading independently (or a combination of these). Particularly as students reach the upper primary years
(PYP3-5), reading as home learning may involve reading or viewing videos accompanied by questions to consider
as well as working on personal learning goals. Students might view/read the content and come ready to discuss
and actively participate in learning engagements the next day in class.
This home learning requirement is based on a wide range of education research showing that reading:
● Has the single greatest impact on student achievement
● Expands vocabulary and broadens knowledge across all disciplines
● At least 20 minutes of reading every day in English and/or home language is linked to overall academic
success
MIS Primary Reading Requirements

Total
Minutes

EY1

20 minutes parents reading to student per night; student to begin “reading” short amounts to
adult

20 min

EY3

20 minutes adult reading to student per night; 5-10 minutes student co reading to adult per
night

25 min

P1

15 minutes adult reading to student per night; 15 minutes student co reading with an adult per
night

30 min

P2

30 minutes total time reading (including adult to student, student to adult, independent)

30 min

P3

40 minutes total time reading (including adult to student, student to adult, independent)

40 min

P4

50 minutes total time reading (including adult to student, student to adult, independent)

50 min

P5

60 minutes total time reading (including adult to student, student to adult, independent)

60 min

*Exception: When a learning challenge has been identified, the Learning Skills Center (LSC), teacher and parent
may create a plan to address specific learning needs. We will always ensure that our students’ learning needs are
being met. In addition, during the PYP5 exhibition, students may be required to complete work on their exhibition
at home.
Rationale
At MIS, students spend their day actively engaged in carefully constructed learning engagements that are rich,
purposeful and deliver the Primary Years Programme (PYP) to a high standard. After school and on weekends, we
believe a balanced approach in the students’ free time is important. We recommend that they spend their time
playing, engaging with family and participating in unstructured activities driven by each child’s interest. These
activities, alongside the required daily reading and sufficient sleep each night, will complement their school day.
Engaging in active, creative and unstructured play as well as following their interests after school is a vital part of
child development. There is limited evidence to show that traditional homework (worksheets, etc.) in the primary
years has a positive impact on student learning. In fact, research supports various types of traditional homework
can have a negative impact on learning as well as family interactions.
In support of this rational, research finds that:
● Physical, creative and unstructured play enhances student performance.
● The brain develops in childhood through active play and exercise.
● There is no conclusive evidence that homework increases standardized test scores or improves academic
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●

achievement in the primary years.
Play fosters social development and persistence. Through play, children develop imagination, discover
passions, and exercise choice in their activities.

Responsibilities
In particular, we believe that home learning should encourage development of the following learner profile
attributes of the International Baccalaureate (IB): balanced, reflective and knowledgeable.
Balanced
We understand the importance of
balancing different aspects of our
lives—intellectual, physical, and
emotional—to achieve well-being
for ourselves and others.

Reflective
We thoughtfully consider the
world and our own ideas and
experience. We work to
understand our strengths and
weaknesses in order to support
our learning and personal
development.

Knowledgeable
We develop and use conceptual
understanding, exploring
knowledge across a range of
disciplines.

Student

Play
Balance screen and non-screen
activities
Read a range of books based on
your interest and a balance of ebooks and hard copy books
Get enough sleep

Discuss your learning with your
parents and ask them questions
Research your wonderings with
the help of your parents

Read every day outside of school
(amount appropriate to age level)
Follow your interests
Record your reading as outlined
by your teacher

Parent

Allow your child unstructured
play time each day
Balance your child’s screen time
with non-screen time
Allow your child to pursue their
own interests and support them
Ensure your child has the
recommended hours of sleep
each night (PS 10-13 hours; PYP
9-12 hours)

Discuss your child’s learning with
them
Visit Seesaw to aid in this
discussion and comment
(optional)
Answer your child’s questions and
research together

Read to your child every day in
any language
Read the unit flyer for home
learning suggested activities and
try them
Visit the library together
Use the suggested links for home
learning for math, literacy and
inquiry that the teacher provides
if and when needed
Sign the reading log

Teacher

Reinforce message of children
reading and playing at home
Allow time to select an
appropriate range of books based
on interest, genre and reading
level

Post key learning engagements
(as per school guidelines) via
Seesaw to allow students and
parents to reflect on a child’s
learning journey

Provide a list of suggested home
learning engagements for each
unit as part of the unit flyer
Provide a list of age-appropriate
links for parents to explore with
their child at the start of the year
Check the reading log on a regular
basis
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*Please note this is a selection of the research reviewed in order to write the policy.
Prepared by the Homework Working Group, March 2018
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APPENDIX 4: Mutual Respect Policy

MAHINDRA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

Mutual Respect Policy

A positive, collaborative, working relationship between the School and a student’s parents/guardians is
essential to the fulfillment of the School’s Mission. One of the Parameters of that Mission is that the School
does not tolerate behaviour that is detrimental to the safety, integrity, or dignity of any individual or group.
Therefore, the School reserves the right to exclude any person if it concludes that the actions of the
individual (staff, student, parent/guardian) make such a relationship impossible or otherwise seriously
interfere with the School’s accomplishment of its educational purposes.

5th August,2013
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APPENDIX 5: Programme of Inquiry 2020-21
PROGRAMME OF INQUIRY 2020-21

EY1
year long
Transdisciplinary
Theme
Central Idea

Key Concepts

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into…

Learner Profile
Attributes

Approaches to
Learning

Who we are

EY1
1
How we express ourselves

EY1
3
How the world works

EY1
2
Sharing the planet

Through play we learn about
ourselves and others.

We use our "Hundred languages" to
express ourselves.

Exploring nature leads to new
discoveries.

Connection - how is it connected
to other things?
Function - how does it work?

Perspective - what are the points of
view?
Form - what is it like?

Through investigations, we test our
ideas and theories and make
discoveries.
Causation - why is it like it is?
Change - how is it changing?

Discovering our interest/what we
like
What we learn when we play

Exploring our" Hundred language"

How we investigate

Responsibility - what is our
responsibility?
Where and what nature is

Different ways we express our
creativity
Tools for expression

Developing investigations to test
our ideas and theories
what we discover through
investigations
thinkers - We use critical and
creative thinking skills to analyze
and take responsible action on
complex problems.

How we explore nature

Ways in which we are similar and
different
reflective - We thoughtfully
consider the world and our own
ideas and experience.

communicators - We express
ourselves confidently and creatively in
more than one language and in many
ways.

Form - what is it like?

What we discover through our
exploration of nature
caring - We show empathy,
compassion and respect.

inquirers - We nuture our curiosity,
developing skills for inquiry and
research.

knowledgeable - We develop and use
conceptual understanding, exploring
knowledge across a range of
disciplines.

risk-takers - We are resourceful and
resilient in the face of challenges
and change.

inquirers - We nuture our curiosity,
developing skills for inquiry and
research.

Social Skills

Communication Skills

Thinking Skills

Research Skills

Self-Management Skills
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EY2
year long
Transdisciplinary
Theme
Central Idea
Key Concepts

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into…

Learner Profile
Attributes

Approaches to
Learning

Who we are

EY2
1
How we express ourselves

EY2
3
How the world works

EY2
2
Sharing the planet

Our relationships contributes to our
well-being.
Connection - how is it connected to
other things?
Causation - why is it like it is?

People create stories as a way to
express themselves.
Perspective - what are the points of
view?
Form - what is it like?

Experimenting leads to
understanding HTWW
Change - how is it changing?

how we are connected with others

the different ways people tell stories

purpose of experiments

how relationships affect well-being
rights and responibilities within
relationships
caring- we show empathy, compassion
and respect

what stories express
how we can create and tell stories

reflective - We work to understand our
strengths and weaknesses in order to
support our learning and personal
development.

communicators - We express
ourselves confidently and creatively
in more than one language and in
many ways.

experimenting using our senses
discoveries made through our
observations
inquirers - We nuture our curiosity,
developing skills for inquiry and
research.
risk-takers - We approach uncertainty
with frethought and determination.

Our curiosities lead to an
appreciation of nature
Connection - how is it connected to
other things?
Responsibility - what is our
responsibility?
exploring nature through being
curious
appreciating nature
Our responsibility towards nature.

Social Skills
Self-Management Skills

Communication Skills

thinkers - We exercise initiative in
making reasoned, ethical decisions.

Function - how does it work?

Thinking Skills
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caring - We show empathy,
compassion and respect.
knowledgeable - We develop and
use conceptual understanding,
exploring knowledge across a
range of disciplines.
Research Skills

Transdisciplinary
Theme
Central Idea
Key Concepts

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into…

Learner Profile
Attributes

Approaches to
Learning

EY3
year long
Who we are

EY3
1
How we express ourselves

EY3
3
How the world works

EY3
2
Sharing the planet

Exploring our community helps
us celebrate diversity.

Our creativity develops through
exploring the Arts.

People use forces and energy to meet
their needs.

Our actions impact habitats
and living things.

Connection - how is it connected
to other things?
Perspective - what are the points
of view?

Form - what is it like?

Function - how does it work?

Connection - how is it connected
to other things?

Change - how is it changing?

Responsibility - what is our
responsibility?
Causation - why is it like it is?

Building bonds within our
community
Nurturing ourselves and the
community
Developing a growth mindset

What art is

How objects move

Living things in the environment

Inspiration for creativity

How external factors impact a force

Reasons why habitats are changing

Developing our creativity

How to experiment with forces and energy

Our responsibility towards living things
and habitats

principled - We act with integrity
and honesty, with a strong
sense of fairness and justice,
and with respsect for the dignity
and rgiths of people everywhere.
caring - We show empathy,
compassion and respect.

communicators - We express
ourselves confidently and
creatively in more than one
language and in many ways.

inquirers - We nuture our curiosity,
developing skills for inquiry and research.

thinkers - We use critical and creative
thinking skills to analyze and take
responsible action on complex
problems.

open-minded - We critically
appreciate our own cultures and
personal histories, as well as the
values and traditions of others.

knowledgeable - We develop and use
conceptual understanding, exploring
knowledge across a range of disciplines.

reflective - We thoughtfully consider
the world and our own ideas and
experience.

balanced - We understand the
importance of balancing different
aspect of our lives - intellectual,
physical, and emotional - to
achieve well-being for ourselves
and others.
Self-Management Skills
Social Skills

risk-takers - We approach uncertainty with
frethought and determination.

Communication Skills

Thinking Skills
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Research Skills

P1
1
Who we are

P1
4
Where we are in place
and time

P1
5
How we express
ourselves

P1
6
How the world works

P1
3
How we organize
ourselves

P1
2
Sharing the planet

Central Idea

Relationships develop
through our choices.

Personal histories provide
an insight into cultural and
personal identity.

The natural world
inspires us to create and
design.

Through exploration we
discover and apply
scientific principles.

We create and
develop systems to
achieve our purpose.

Our world depends on
life-sustaining
resources.

Key Concepts

Causation - why is it
like it is?
Perspective - what are
the points of view?

Form - what is it like?

Perspective - what are
the points of view?
Form - what is it like?

Function - how does it
work?
Causation - why is it like
it is?

Change - how is it
changing?
Responsibility - what is
our responsibility?

Function - how does it
work?
Connection - how is it
connected to other
things?

My words and actions

How personal histories
can be documented

Different designs and
patterns in nature

Raw materials to
finished products

Life-sustaining
systems

How to make and
maintain relationships

The significance of our
personal and family
stories
How personal histories
are linked

Techniques of creating
nature-inspired designs

The sources and
properties of light and
sound
The manipulation of light
and sound

Different production
systems

How resources meet
our needs

How nature connects to
other subjects

Ways light and sound
help us experience our
world

Responsible
consumption

Caring for our
environment

thinkers - We use critical
and creative thinking skills
to analyze and take
responsible action on
complex problems.

risk-takers - We are
resourceful and resilient
in the face of challenges
and change.

knowledgeable - We
develop and use
conceptual
understanding, exploring
knowledge across a
range of disciplines.

balanced - We
recognize our
interdependence with
other people and with
the world in which we
live.

inquirers - We know
how to learn
independently and with
others.

reflective - We
thoughtfully consider the
world and our own ideas
and experience.

communicators - We
express ourselves
confidently and
creatively in more than
one language and in
many ways.

inquirers - We nuture
our curiosity, developing
skills for inquiry and
research.

open-minded - We
seek and evaluate a
range of points of
view, and we are
willing to grow from the
experience.

Research Skills

Self-Management Skills

Research Skills

Thinking Skills

caring - We have a
commitment to
service, and we act to
make a positive
difference in the lives
of others and in the
world around us.
Communication Skills

Transdisciplinary
Theme

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into…

Choices and their
impact on relationships
Learner Profile
Attributes

Approaches to
Learning

principled - We act with
integrity and honesty,
with a strong sense of
fairness and justice,
and with respsect for
the dignity and rgiths of
people everywhere.
reflective - We work to
understand our
strengths and
weaknesses in order to
support our learning
and personal
development.
Social Skills

Connection - how is it
connected to other
things?
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Transdisciplinary
Theme
Central Idea

Key Concepts

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into…

Learner Profile
Attributes

Approaches to
Learning

P2
3
Who we are

P2
1
How the world works

Perspective - what are
the points of view?

P2
2
How we express
ourselves
Humans transform local
and global
communication.
Function - how does it
work?

Causation - why is it
like it is?

Causation - why is it
like it is?

Change - how is it
changing?

Change - how is it
changing?

Connection - how is it
connected to other
things?

Factors of health

Types of journeys
people make

The scientific process

Origins of products

Limited nature of
Earth's resources

How to nurture a
growth mindset

Choices and decisions
involved in a journey

Designing forms of
communication for a
purpose
The evolution of
communication

Properties of matter and
materials

Developing a balanced
lifestyle

Changes experienced
because of a journey

Innovation in technology
for communication

Manipulation and
transformation of matter
and materials

Development and
design of resources into
products
Distribution and
consumption of goods
and services

Impact of human
actions on the
environment
Personal choices
that can help sustain
the environment

balanced - We
understand the
importance of
balancing different
aspect of our lives intellectual, physical,
and emotional - to
achieve well-being for
ourselves and others.
reflective - We work to
understand our
strengths and
weaknesses in order to
support our learning
and personal
development.
Self-Management
Skills

open-minded - We
seek and evaluate a
range of points of
view, and we are
willing to grow from the
experience.

communicators - We
express ourselves
confidently and creatively
in more than one
language and in many
ways.

inquirers - We nuture our
curiosity, developing skills
for inquiry and research.

risk-takers - We work
independently and
cooperatively to explore
new ideas and
innovative strategies.

caring - We have a
commitment to
service, and we act
to make a positive
difference in the lives
of others and in the
world around us.

risk-takers - We
approach uncertainty
with forethought and
determination.

thinkers - We use critical
and creative thinking skills
to analyze and take
responsible action on
complex problems.

knowledgeable - We
engage with issues and
ideas that have local and
global significance.

knowledgeable - We
develop and use
conceptual
understanding, exploring
knowledge across a
range of disciplines.

principled - We take
responsibility for our
actions and their
consequences.

Social Skills

Research Skills

Thinking Skills

Self-Management Skills

Communication
Skills

Lifestyle choices
influence our overall
health.
Responsibility - what is
our responsibility?

P2
4
Where we are in place
and time
Journeys help people
discover their world.
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People use scientific
methods to explore and
alter our world.
Form - what is it like?

P2
5
How we organize
ourselves
Innovation and design
drive goods and
services.
Causation - why is it like
it is?

P2
6
Sharing the planet
People’s actions
impact sustainability.
Perspective - what
are the points of
view?
Responsibility - what
is our responsibility?

P3
4
Who we are

P3
5
Where we are in place
and time

P3
1
How we express ourselves

P3
3
How the world works

P3
semester long
How we organize
ourselves

P3
2
Sharing the planet

Central Idea

Our values shape who
we are.

Historical evidence
provides insight into the
past and present.

Stories allow us to express
our creativity.

Technological advances
lead to new
understanding.

Systems and structures
create effective learning
communities.

Biodiversity relies on
balance within systems.

Key Concepts

Connection - how is it
connected to other
things?
Form - what is it like?

Change - how is it
changing?

Form - what is it like?

Function - how does it
work?

Responsibility - what is
our responsibility?

Causation - why is it like it
is?

Connection - how is it
connected to other
things?
Different forms of
evidence

Perspective - what are the
points of view?

Causation - why is it like
it is?

Function - how does it
work?

Connection - how is it
connected to other things?

Stories from different
cultures

Uses of scientific
principles

Ways in which ecosystems
are interdependent

Connections between
past and present

Techniques for storytelling

Technological
innovations and
discoveries

How historical evidence
and knowledge can be
shared
knowledgeable - We
engage with issues and
ideas that have local and
global significance.

Creating stories to share

Future possibilities in
space exploration

communicators - We
express ourselves
confidently and creatively in
more than one language
and in many ways.

thinkers - We use
critical and creative
thinking skills to analyze
and take responsible
action on complex
problems.

reflective - We
thoughtfully consider
the world and our own
ideas and experience.

open-minded - We
critically appreciate our
own cultures and
personal histories, as well
as the values and
traditions of others.

risk-takers - We work
independently and
cooperatively to explore
new ideas and innovative
strategies.

inquirers - We nuture
our curiosity, developing
skills for inquiry and
research.

Thinking Skills

Thinking Skills
Research Skills

Communication Skills

Thinking Skills

The purpose of systems
and structures in our
daily life
Roles and
responsibilities of
members in our
community
Skills, mindsets and
strategies to be an
effective learner
principled - We act with
integrity and honesty,
with a strong sense of
fairness and justice, and
with respect for the
dignity and rights of
people everywhere.
reflective - We work to
understand our
strengths and
weaknesses in order to
support our learning
and personal
development.
Self-Management Skills
Social Skills

Transdisciplinary
Theme

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into…

What values are

Where we get our
values from
How values influence
the way we behave
Learner Profile
Attributes

Approaches to
Learning

principled - We take
responsibility for our
actions and their
consequences.
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How human interactions
can effect the balance of
ecosystems
The consequences of
imbalance within
ecosystems
balanced - We recognize
our interdependence with
other people and with the
world in which we live.

caring - We have a
commitment to service, and
we act to make a positive
difference in the lives of
others and in the world
around us.
Research Skills

Transdisciplinary
Theme
Central Idea

Key Concepts

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into…

Learner Profile
Attributes

Approaches to
Learning

P4
1
Who we are

P4
4
Where we are in place
and time

P4
2
How we express ourselves

P4
3
How the world works

P4
5
How we organize
ourselves

P4
6
Sharing the planet

Personal,
social,emotional and
physical systems are
interdependent.
Function - how does it
work?

Explorations lead to
discoveries,
possibilities and new
understandings.
Causation - why is it
like it is?

Ideas and culture influence
design.

Processes result in change.

Entrepreneurship and
innovation shape
society.

Form - what is it like?

Causation - why is it like it
is?

Responsibility - what
is our responsibility?

Children worldwide
encounter a range of
challenges and
opportunities.
Responsibility - what is
our responsibility?

Connection - how is it
connected to other
things?
How body systems work

Perspective - what are
the points of view?

Connection - how is it
connected to other things?

Change - how is it changing?

Function - how does it
work?

Form - what is it like?

Reasons for
exploration

The design cycle

The structure and
function of businesses

The interdependence of
body systems

How explorations
have taken place over
time

The impact of culture on
architecture

How the different
components of the Earth are
interrelated
Why the Earth has changed
and continues to change

circumstances that
determine a child's
access to opportunities
the rights and
responsibilities of
children

The impact of lifestyle
choices on health

The consequences of
exploration

How scientific principles
help us express our ideas

Human responses to the
Earth's changes

the role of social
responsibiltiy and action

caring - We show
empathy, compassion
and respect.

open-minded - We
critically appreciate
our own cultures and
personal histories, as
well as the values and
traditions of others.

communicators - We
express ourselves
confidently and creatively in
more than one language
and in many ways.

knowledgeable - We develop
and use conceptual
understanding, exploring
knowledge across a range of
disciplines.

The design and
development of goods
and services
thinkers - We exercise
initiative in making
reasoned, ethical
decisions.

inquirers - We nuture our
curiosity, developing skills
for inquiry and research.

inquirers - We nuture our
curiosity, developing skills for
inquiry and research.

knowledgeable - We
develop and use
conceptual
understanding,
exploring knowledge
across a range of
disciplines.

caring - We show
empathy, compassion
and respect.

Communication Skills

Thinking Skills

Thinking Skills
Communication Skills
Social Skills
Research Skills

Social Skills

balanced - We
understand the
importance of balancing
different aspect of our
lives - intellectual,
physical, and emotional to achieve well-being for
ourselves and others.
Self-Management Skills

Research Skills
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Understanding supply
and demand

thinkers - We exercise
initiative in making
reasoned, ethical
decisions.

Transdisciplinary
Theme
Central Idea

Key Concepts

Lines of Inquiry
An inquiry into…

Learner Profile
Attributes

Approaches to
Learning

P5
6
Who we are

P5
4
Where we are in place
and time

P5
2
How we express
ourselves

P5
3
How the world works

P5
5
How we organize
ourselves

P5
1
Sharing the planet

Individuals change as
they grow and
develop.
Form - what is it like?

Human migration alters
our world.

Media influences our
thinking and actions.

PYP Exhibition - Each
student will develop
their own central idea.

Energy solutions shape
quality of life.

Causation - why is it like it
is?

Responsibility - what is
our responsibility?

Inventions impact lives
and transform
societies.
Form - what is it like?

Change - how is it
changing?

Perspective - what are the
points of view?

Function - how does it
work?

Responsibility - what is
our responsibilit?

changes in the human
body
aspects that shape my
identity

reasons why people
migrate
historical migration

Connection - how is it
connected to other
things?
types of media and their
purpose
how media is used as a
tool for communication

Forces and motion

storage and
transformation of energy
renewable and
sustainable energy

transitioning to
something new

the effects of migration on
communities, cultures and
individuals

the responsible use of
media

The impact of
inventions on our lives

caring - We show
empathy, compassion
and respect.

open-minded - We
critically appreciate our
own cultures and personal
histories, as well as the
values and traditions of
others.

balanced - We
understand the
importance of
balancing different
aspect of our lives intellectual, physical,
and emotional - to
achieve well-being for
ourselves and others.
Self-Management
Skills

risk-takers - We approach
uncertainty with
forethought and
determination.

principled - We act with
integrity and honesty,
with a strong sense of
fairness and justice, and
with respsect for the
dignity and rgiths of
people everywhere.
communicators - We
express ourselves
confidently and
creatively in more than
one language and in
many ways.

knowledgeable - We
develop and use
conceptual
understanding,
exploring knowledge
across a range of
disciplines.
inquirers - We nuture
our curiosity,
developing skills for
inquiry and research.

Communication Skills

Research Skills

Social Skills
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Change - how is it
changing?

Simple machines and
complex machines

Students will develop
these aspects of their
exhibition inquiry with
their teacher and
mentor.

finding alternative
energy solutions
finding energy solutions
for peace
thinkers - We exercise
initiative in making
reasoned, ethical
decisions.

reflective - We
thoughtfully consider the
world and our own ideas
and experience.

All skills

Thinking Skills

APPENDIX 6: EdTech Essential Agreements

PRIMARY SCHOOL
Early Years
When we take an iPad...
● We use two hands - 1, 2 hands!
● We listen to them - Listen to them!*
● We take turns - We take turns!
● We keep it safe - Keep it safe!
*Them (pointing at the Teacher and Teacher Assistant).
P1-2
●
●
●
●
●
●

Be gentle and responsible with the iPad
Hold the iPad with two hands
Follow the instructions (given by teachers)
Respect yourself and others when using your iPad
Share your iPad when needed
Close the apps when not using your iPad

Follow the Digital Citizenship poster.
P3-4-5
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Be gentle and responsible with your Chromebook
Hold the Chromebook with two hands
Follow the instructions (given by teachers)
Respect yourself and others when using your Chromebook
Be ready to share & collaborate on your Chromebook
Keep you password private
Cite your sources https://elementary.oslis.org/cite-sources/mla-elementary-citation

Follow the Digital Citizenship poster.

Digital Citizenship
Topics
Privacy and Security

Essential Agreements
●

●
●

Sign in to your school’s Google Apps for Education Account on Chrome (@mbip.org)
in order to have the extensions, apps and add-ons we push to you and have safe
search. Incognito mode is not acceptable.
Protect yourself: lock your system when not using it or logout/sign out.
Do not share your usernames or passwords other than with your parent or teacher.
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●
●

Digital Footprint and
Reputation

●
●

●
●

Self-Image and Identity

Creative Credit and
Copyright

Respect your privacy and others’ privacy.
Social media are not allowed at school except for special projects supervised by
teachers and age appropriate (we must comply with the law, mostly no use of social
media below 13 years old)
The digital world is permanent, think before posting online
Leave a creative and positive footprint: if you are using social media online (as part
of a school project supervised by teachers) share your work and make a positive
impact. Always think about your future: getting into college, getting a job and the
print you leave online when people google you.

●
●

Present yourself as you are while being online.
Develop an identity that follows the IB Learner Profile and our School’s mission and
vision.
● Follow the profile image criteria of MISP when you need to upload a profile picture
of you on an official school platform:
- a current photo where we can identify the person (not a photo of someone else, not a
photo from far away),
- the person is alone on the photo (no one else, even in the background),
- a formal or semi-formal picture (no sunglasses please, formal/semi-formal, no "fun"
picture and no special effects or added elements),
- not a photo of "something" or an image taken from the internet.
●
●
●
●
●

●

Relationships and
Communication

Manage your private information. You do not need to remember ALL your
passwords. Use the Chrome settings to manage your passwords.
Do not sign up for websites, newsletters or download software using private
information.

●
●

●
●
●

Do not “Copy-paste” unless you use quotation marks and give credits to the
author(s)
Give credit to others’ ideas even when you paraphrase
Instead of “consuming”, try to create your own content, develop your own ideas
and perhaps publish content as part of a project on Creative commons
Use MLA to make citations (on Word, use the citation tool, or else, use MyBib to
guide you)
When taking an image from the internet, on Google Image, select “search tools”
and “labelled for reuse”. You still need to give credit to that image (use the link of
the image)
You should make use of Creative Commons resources when reusing, creating and
publishing: https://search.creativecommons.org/
Listen to instructions (given by teachers). 3 modes: device closed,
crocodile/alligator/semi-closed mode and working mode (opened device).
Respect yourself and others in using technology and the internet. Any misbehaviour
such as invasion of privacy (ex: taking picture/videos of students or staff without
consent), abuse, defamation, harassment or threatening communications are
subjects to serious consequences after discussion with the Primary Principal. If
deemed necessary it will be referred on to the Head of School.
Build and strengthen positive online communication.
Greet people when writing emails, use proper punctuation and etiquette (avoid all
CAPS words), be respectful and expect the same in return.
Use the Chat feature and the tech tools (google doc, google slides, padlet, etc.)
appropriately.
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Information Literacy

Cyberbullying and Digital
Drama

●

When searching online, make sure your source of information is accurate and
relevant
● Use Webpath Express on Destiny (curated and vetted by educators):
https://misp.follettdestiny.com/common/welcome.jsp?context=saas38_8506201
● Prefer using advanced search or operators (site:.edu, .gov), use Google Scholar. Do
not assume some websites are accurate because they are famous. Use the acronym
“C.R.A.P” (Currency, Relevance/Reliability, Authority, Purpose) to guide you in
thinking critically about your digital sources.
● Make use of the Library resources, Destiny and the Media Specialists in your
research.
● Find out from your teachers what might be relevant sources for each subject.
●

●

●
Internet Safety

●
●
●

We expect the same behaviour offline and online: respect yourself and others. Any
form of bullying is unacceptable and is subject to serious consequences by the Head
of School and beyond if necessary.
Be an upstander: take an active role in supporting others on the spot or in a delayed
manner by informing a trusted adult (a teacher to escalate the case) if they are
impacted by cyberbullying, build a positive culture in our school and raise
awareness to stop cyberbullying.
You can always reach out to the counselor(s) for help.
Use the Chrome browser and sign into your Google Apps for Education Account.
Your system administrator ensures that you are protected by using firewalls and
blocking certain websites.
Use the bandwidth responsibly so everyone can work normally at school:
Understand that we cannot download files which are not related to your learning
and that you cannot download large files. Students are not allowed to download
games, movies, etc. using the school wifi. Finally, students are not allowed to use
any type of online proxy and VPN services to access restricted websites and
applications.
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APPENDIX 7: MIS suggested template for Family Media Agreements

MIS has adapted and adopted the Family Media Agreement from Common Sense Education in order to
further support families in developing a dialogue with their child/ren on their use of digital media at home.
We hope that this agreement template provides an opportunity for legal guardians to discuss different
aspects of digital citizenship:
●

Self-Image & Identity

●

Relationships & Communication

●

Digital Footprint & Reputation

●

Cyberbullying & Digital Drama

●

Information Literacy

●

Internet Safety

●

Privacy & Security

●

Creative Credit & Copyright
Through this media agreement, we strive to encourage our learning community to model the IB Learner
Profile “balance”:
“We understand the importance of balancing different aspects of our lives—intellectual, physical, and
emotional—to achieve well-being for ourselves and others. We recognize our interdependence with other
people and with the world in which we live.”
Reference
(Family Agreement)
(International Baccalaureate)
Customizable Device Contract
Things to keep in mind...
Before creating a family contract about your child’s personal or school-issued device, talk about how the
device will be used at home. Use the suggested guidelines below to help make sure that you and your
child are on the same page. Then use the customizable form to outline your agreed-upon expectations.
Where, When, & How Long?
• Decide where you’re comfortable having your child use the device. Can they only use it in family
spaces, like a family room or kitchen? Can they bring it into their bedroom or the bathroom? Can they use
it at the dinner table?
• Consider the difference between using a device for homework and using it for entertainment. Your
child’s school may have specific policies for what a device is to be used for and by whom (e.g., no siblings!).
• Talk about what it means to “balance” time spent with technology, media, and other activities.
What are some steps your family can take to balance screen time with face-to-face time? Do you want to
make the dinner table a device-free zone, in which no family member (not even the adults) may use a cell
phone, tablet, or computer? Do you want to set a curfew for when devices need to be shut off?
Checking In
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• Explain that as the parent or caregiver, part of your job is to guide them. Identify ways to maintain
open, honest communication with your children about their device.
• Discuss how you’ll monitor the device. Do you want to check up on your child’s activity? If so, how?
Will you ask your child to give you access to emails, texts, and IMs? Will you review his or her search
history (which can be deleted) from time to time?
• Talk with your child about the kinds of apps they’ll be using and accounts they’ll have. Ask them
to show you their favorites, as well as the ones they use most. How do they work? What’s so cool about
them? How do these tools support their learning?
Privacy Settings
• Practice creating a strong password together. Use at least eight characters (mixing letters, numbers,
and symbols) and avoid including any private information such as names, addresses, birth dates, etc.
Remember to have your child write down usernames and passwords and keep the information stored in a
safe place.
• Discuss the importance of not sharing passwords with others, and decide whether parents should
be an exception to the rule. One idea is to have children create their own passwords but then keep them
accessible to parents in a sealed envelope for emergencies.
• Review privacy policies and privacy settings together. Make sure your children understand what
private and personal information companies may or may not be collecting. Decide how public or private an
audience you all are comfortable with when it comes to sharing and posting.
Care & Maintenance
• Discuss what you consider to be responsible care and maintenance of what are often expensive
tools. Where will the device be stored and charged at home? Why is it important to treat the device gently
and not shove it into a backpack?
• Outline the responsibility factor. Discuss what will happen and who’s responsible if the device gets
stolen, lost, or broken — even if by accident.
Communicating Responsibly Online
• Talk about the difference between using the device to communicate with classmates for schoolrelated work and using it for hanging out or goofing off with friends. What are the school’s guidelines
for appropriate use? How will you enforce similar expectations at home?
• Discuss your family rules for social networking and messaging – with people they know, sort of know,
or don’t know at all. What does it mean to be respectful to and respected by others? What does that look
like? Use this as a springboard for a discussion about cyberbullying, privacy, and safety.
Our Contract
This contract outlines my family’s expectations for using my device at home. We agreed upon…
Where, When, & How Long
We talked about what it means to use the device appropriately and respectfully at home. We agree to:
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Checking In
We talked about how we, as a family, will stay involved in how the device is used and what it’s used for.
We agree to:

Privacy Settings
We talked about what kinds of accounts I’ll have and how I can best protect my private information. We
agree to:

Care & Maintenance
We talked what it means to take good care of my device at home, and what might happen if it’s broken,
stolen, or lost. We agree to:

Communicating Responsibly Online
We talked about the different ways I might communicate with other people using my device, and what safe,
responsible, and respectful communication looks like. We agree to:

x
signed by me

x
signed by my parent or caregiver
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